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A B S T R A C T

This study presents a whole-head finite element model of deep brain stimulation to examine the effect of electrical grounding, the finite conducting volume of the head, and scalp, skull and cerebrospinal fluid layers. The impedance between the stimulating and reference electrodes in the whole-head model was found to lie within clinically reported values when the reference electrode was incorporated on a localized surface in the model. Incorporation of the finite volume of the head and inclusion of surrounding outer tissue layers reduced the magnitude of the electric field and activating function by approximately 20% in the region surrounding the electrode. Localized distortions of the electric field were also observed when the electrode was placed close to the skull. Under bipolar conditions the effect of the finite conducting volume was shown to be negligible. The results indicate that, for monopolar stimulation, incorporation of the finite volume and outer tissue layers can alter the magnitude of the electric field and activating function when the electrode is deep within the brain, and may further affect the shape if the electrode is close to the skull.

© 2009 IPEM. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Over the last decade, deep brain stimulation (DBS) has become established as an effective therapy for symptomatic suppression of medically refractory Parkinson’s disease. Although highly effective in suppressing bradykinesia, rigidity and resting tremor, its mechanisms of action remain largely unknown. It has been suggested that deep brain stimulation may cause activation or functional ablation of target neural structures, or that the stimulation may modulate neuropathological processes [1,2]. In addition, programming of the target neural structures, or that the stimulation may modulate deep brain stimulation may cause activation or functional ablation in suppressing bradykinesia, rigidity and resting tremor, its medically refractory Parkinson’s disease. Although highly effective established as an effective therapy for symptomatic suppression of.

electric and magnetic sources. It is widely used in a range of applications including electroencephalography, functional electrical stimulation and more recently DBS. Current computational electromagnetic models of DBS focus on effects in the region of tissue immediately surrounding the stimulation electrode, typically within 50 mm of the electrode contact [8–10]. In such models, the tissue medium is generally represented by a simple geometric primitive such as a cube or cylinder, with the electrical ground applied over all the outer boundary surfaces [11–14]. The application of this boundary condition provides a means of approximating a situation where the electrode lies in an isotropic medium of infinite extent for which conditions at the outer extremity do not affect the solution near to the electrode. While the finite nature of the volume conductor has been shown to affect the distribution of the electric field in modeling electroencephalogram [15,16], electromyogram [17] and transcranial magnetic stimulation [18], it is not clear whether it could also have an effect on the electric field due to deep brain stimulation.

In clinical practice, the stimulation system is configured such that the reference electrode is located on the case of the implanted pulse generator which is implanted into the chest cavity. Monopolar stimulation, using one or more electrode contacts has been recommended as a preferred configuration as it requires lower stimulation currents [3,19]. Bipolar stimulation is used where a more spatially focal stimulus is desired, and is less likely to elicit side effects than monopolar stimulation as the stimulus voltage is increased [20]. Under monopolar conditions the material properties of the surrounding tissue medium and the location and extent of the electrical ground determine the strength and direction of the.
electric field surrounding the electrode. Previous models of deep brain stimulation have assumed that the electrode lies in a large homogeneous, isotropic medium of infinite extent, since electrical ground will not influence the contour of the electric field. To represent this condition in such models, a zero-potential boundary condition has been applied to all outer surfaces of the volume conductor [11,12,14]. Due to lack of a more detailed formulation, this technique ensures that the geometry of the conducting volume does not have an undue influence on the solution by influencing the return current path in an asymmetric fashion. However if the location of the stimulator in the trunk and the surrounding layers of differing electrical conductivity are considered, it is likely that the electric field will vary depending on the location of the electrode in the volume conductor. In the case of bipolar stimulation, however, it is possible that the effect of the finite conducting volume and outer layers may be less significant. Since in this study we chose to use a finite-volume model in which the head’s enclosed volume is explicitly included, it was necessary to choose the manner in which the reference electrode is represented.

The aim of this study was to examine the effect of electrical grounding and the finite conducting volume of the head on the electric potential, electric field and the activating function [21] in the tissue immediately surrounding a monopolar DBS electrode, using an idealized finite element head model. An idealized model enables the effect of parameter variation, such as material properties, to be examined without compounding effects due to subject–specific anatomical variations. While a large number of simplified geometries exist for applications such as electroencephalography, transcranial magnetic stimulation and radiology [15,18,22], no whole-head models have yet been presented in the literature with specific application to intracranially implanted electrical stimulation. While this study focuses on deep brain stimulation, related problems also occur in other applications of electrical stimulation in finite volumes such as cortical stimulation, cochlear implants and retinal implants [23].

2. Methods

Three-dimensional finite element models were constructed of an idealized head geometry using COMSOL Multiphysics 3.4 (COMSOL Inc., Burlington, MA). The models incorporated an electrode based on the Medtronic 3387 electrode (Medtronic Inc., Minneapolis, MA), piecewise homogeneous skull and scalp layers, cerebrospinal fluid and the electrode encapsulation tissue, which forms at the interface between a chronically implanted electrode and the surrounding tissue layers.

2.1. Geometry

An idealized ellipsoidal geometry was created to represent the intracranial conducting volume of an adult human head and outer layers of cerebrospinal fluid, scalp and skull. The semi-axes of the bulk tissue were estimated to be 70 mm, 82.5 mm and 65 mm in the x, y and z directions respectively [24].

The bulk tissue was encased within the skull which consisted of a 3.0 mm thick layer of cancellous bone surrounded on both sides by layers of cortical bone, 0.75 mm thick [24]. This was surrounded in turn by the scalp which consisted of a layer of 3.1 mm thick subcutaneous fat surrounded by a 2.4 mm thick layer of skin [25].

The cerebrospinal fluid compartment has been reported to occupy a volume of approximately 1 × 10⁻⁴ m³ [24]. It was assumed that the cerebrospinal fluid was represented by a thin layer lying within the skull, yielding an estimated thickness of the cerebrospinal fluid layer of 1.782 mm.

A Medtronic 3387 electrode [26] of radius 0.635 mm and contact height 1.5 mm was included in the model. The electrode was placed at the site of the subthalamic nucleus, which was located using a brain atlas [27]. Upon implantation of DBS electrodes, the inflammatory response of the body causes an encapsulating layer consisting of collagen, fibroblasts and giant cells to develop in the tissue surrounding the electrode. The exact composition and thickness of such tissue depends on the biocompatibility of the implant, which is a function of the shape, surface morphology and constituent materials of the implant [28]. In this study the encapsulation tissue was simulated with a 0.1 mm thick layer of resistive tissue. The interior of the DBS lead and the area outside the conducting volume were specified as unmeshed free space, into which no current can flow.

The stimulator case, located in the chest cavity provides the reference electrode which determines the path taken by the return current. In this study, it was assumed that the spinal cord is comprised of isotropic brain tissue and that it continues through the site where the spinal cord intersects the skull. It was further assumed that all of the current leaving the head exits through this site. The integral of the current density over the surface of the reference electrode is thus equal to that over the surface of the stimulating electrode.

In addition to the ellipsoidal model, a cubic model with all exterior boundaries set to 0 V was constructed. The cubic model of side 50 mm, denoted Model I was comprised of isotropic brain tissue with a Medtronic 3387 electrode located at the center of the model (Fig. 1(a)). Three variants of the idealized model were then constructed (Models II–IV). A homogeneous model was examined in which the head was represented entirely as an ellipsoidal volume of brain tissue (Model II). Another model included the skull and scalp layers and neglected the cerebrospinal fluid (Model III). Model IV incorporated skull, scalp and cerebrospinal fluid layers in full (Fig. 1(b)). The anatomical geometry of Models I–IV is summarized in Table 1. The Cartesian x direction runs along the mediolateral direction through the head, while the Cartesian y direction runs posterior to anterior and the Cartesian z direction runs vertically through the head as indicated in Fig. 1(a).

2.2. Material properties

The brain was assumed to consist of isotropic tissue of conductivity 0.27 S/m [29]. The conductivity of cerebrospinal fluid was assumed to be 1.6 S/m assuming human body temperature of 37 °C [30]. Tissue properties for the scalp and skull were assigned from data reported in Gabriel et al. at a frequency of 2560 Hz, which represents the median frequency of one typical waveform used for deep brain stimulation (pulse width 100 μs, frequency 130 Hz) [31]. The encapsulation tissue was assigned a conductivity 0.042 S/m [28]. A summary of tissue properties used in the model is presented in Table 1.

2.3. Equation system

Under static conditions the system is governed by Laplace’s equation (1) where \(\phi(x,y,z)\) is the electric potential at the point \(x,y,z\), \(\sigma\) is the conductivity of the region containing the point \(x,y,z\) and \(\nabla\) is the gradient differential operator [32]. It was assumed that the region of interest has no space charge density and that there were no internal current sources in the tissue. A DC static analysis was considered:

\[
-\nabla \cdot \sigma \nabla \phi = 0
\]  

(1)

Laplace’s equation is extendible to piecewise homogeneous media using appropriate interface conditions conserving current density.
Dirichlet boundary conditions were enforced at the surface where the stimulus was applied and at the electrical grounding point, explicitly specifying the electric potential $\phi$ on these boundaries. Exterior insulating boundaries and internal boundaries were subject to current density constraints to preserve continuity.

### 2.3.1. Excitation

The electric potential on the surface of the most distal contact of the Medtronic 3387 electrode, $\phi_0$, was set to $-1$ V DC.

### 2.3.2. Exterior boundaries

All exterior boundaries, except those on which Dirichlet conditions were enforced, were specified as insulating boundaries (2) where the normal component of the current density is zero, where $\vec{J}$ is the current density vector and $\hat{n}$ is a unit vector normal to the boundary in question.

$$\hat{n} \cdot \vec{J} = 0$$  

(2)

### 2.3.3. Interface conditions

Laplace's equation can extend to multiple piecewise homogeneous regions provided that at the boundary between any two regions, the normal component of the current density leaving one region $\vec{J}_1$, is equal to that entering the adjoining one, $\vec{J}_2$, and with $\hat{n}$ denoting a unit vector normal to the boundary surface.

$$\hat{n} \cdot (\vec{J}_2 - \vec{J}_1) = 0$$  

(3)

### 2.4. Reference

To examine the effect of the choice of reference electrode and to enable the most accurate physical approximation of the reference electrode to be chosen, two separate current return conditions were examined.

#### 2.4.1. Localized surface return electrode

In Models II–IV the bulk tissue extends cylindrically from the brain through the cerebrospinal fluid, skull and scalp layers and is terminated within 2 cm of the scalp surface (Fig. 1). This boundary is designated as the reference electrode, using the ground boundary condition, which enforces a Dirichlet zero-potential condition on the reference surface. The reference surface is 2.8 cm in diameter, representing a surface area of $3.064 \times 10^{-4}$ m$^2$.

#### 2.4.2. Uniform surface return

In Model I the electrode was surrounded by a cubic block of tissue of side 50 mm. All exterior surfaces were designated as the reference electrode by applying a zero-potential boundary condition as in previous studies [11–14].

### 2.5. Discretization

The representative geometry was discretized in space using approximately 300,000 three-dimensional tetrahedral finite elements. Free meshes were generated using the Delaunay meshing algorithm. Smaller mesh elements were used near fine geometric details and where it was assumed that the gradient of the electric potential would be greater. Extension of the mesh used Lagrange cubic expansion functions in order that the second spatial derivative of the electric potential had linear variation across each element while reducing the number of elements required for a convergent solution.

### 2.6. Solution

Equation assembly resulted in approximately 1,400,000 degrees of freedom in the system matrix. The symmetric successive over-relaxation preconditioner was applied to increase the rate of convergence. The iterative conjugate gradient algorithm was used to calculate the scalar potential field and the electric field (Eq. (4)) and second spatial derivative of the electric potential in the Cartesian $x$ and $y$ directions.

$$E_0(u) = -\frac{\partial \phi}{\partial u}$$  

(4)

Iterative solver convergence was enforced to $10^{-6}$. It was confirmed that doubling the number of elements did not affect the electric potential by an amount greater than 1%. The solution process required 30 min on a PC workstation utilizing one Intel Core 2 Duo dual-core 64-bit processor and 4 GB of physical RAM. Solution variables were extracted along an arbitrary straight fiber axon of length 10 mm located up to 5 mm away from the central axis of the electrode at 1 mm intervals. The reference three-dimensional co-ordinate system for each electrode location has its origin at the geometric centroid of the active electrode contact. The central axis...
of the electrode shaft is denoted the $z'$-axis. The $x'$ and $y'$ axes lie in the anterior–posterior and medial–lateral directions respectively. The postprocessing co-ordinate system ($x$, $y$, $z$), which represents the direction of the fiber axons, is related to the reference co-ordinate system ($x'$, $y'$, $z'$) by rotating about the $z'$-axis by azimuth $\alpha$ and about the $y'$-axis by elevation $\beta$. Both co-ordinate systems share the same origin. For comparative purposes, two cases of plane orientation were examined. In the first (untitled case) the fiber lay along a line from the origin at the center of the model to the electrode with $\alpha = 62^\circ$ and $\beta = 76^\circ$. These angles result from continuing a straight line from the geometric centroid of the concentric ellipsoids, through the tip of the electrode and onwards until it intersects the cerebrospinal fluid.

The activating function $A(u)$ as presented in Ref. [21] is a commonly used prediction of the extent of neural activation. It is defined as the second spatial derivative (5) of the electric potential $\phi$ along a fiber with arbitrary direction $u$ and enables the fiber to be segmented into predicted regions of depolarization and hyperpolarization. It is assumed that the fiber will be influenced only by the component of the activating function (and electric field) that is parallel to it.

$$A_u(u) = \frac{\partial^2 \phi(u)}{\partial u^2}$$

To estimate the regions activated by the stimulus, a threshold can be applied to the value of $A_u(u)$ to separate the domain into regions of activation or inhibition.

### 2.7. Simulation details

The electric field distributions predicted by Models I–IV were compared. The sensitivity of the solution was also examined with respect to changes in the conductivity of the skull, bulk tissue and encapsulation tissue, to ascertain whether the magnitude of the effect of the layers was sensitive to changes in the tissue material properties. The conductivity of the bulk tissue and encapsulation tissue were varied between 0.05 S/m and 0.03 S/m, and 0.05 S/m and 0.02 S/m respectively [13]. The conductivities of the skull bone layers were varied between 0.5 and 2 times their original values.

Finally, the effect of the finite conducting volume and outer layers was examined for the case of bipolar stimulation at position $S_1$. The most distal contact was designated as the cathode, while the three remaining contacts sequentially applied the anodic stimulus.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Impedance

The electrode impedance as estimated for the four cases under consideration are summarized in Table 2. The impedance observed between the stimulation electrode and the return electrode is purely resistive in this case and was obtained by integrating the current density over the active surface area of the electrode to obtain in the injected current. The impedance is then calculated using Ohm's law since the stimulus voltage is known.

With encapsulation tissue included, the homogeneous cubic model (Model I) had an impedance of 750 $\Omega$. The finite volume (Model II) and finite volume with all outer tissue layers except cerebrospinal fluid (Model III) had an impedance of 950 $\Omega$ and 1040 $\Omega$ respectively, when the localized surface reference was applied to both models. The addition of the cerebrospinal fluid (Model IV) slightly reduced the impedance to 1020 $\Omega$. Clinical impedance measurements have been reported to lie in the range of 500–1500 $\Omega$ [3,33]. Based on this range, all models lay within clinically reported values, when encapsulation tissue was included. The impedance of Model I lay outside clinically measured values when encapsulation tissue was not present.

#### 3.2. Electrode located in STN

The electric potential, electric field and activating function resulting from an electrode located at the estimated site of the STN were compared in each of the models. Fig. 2 shows the electric potential, electric field and activating function for models I–IV plotted along two representative fiber axons. One fiber is parallel to the $x$-axis at a distance $3$ mm from the central axis of the stimulating electrode (2.265 mm from the contact surface). The other fiber is parallel to the $y$-axis and is $-3$ mm away from the stimulating electrode.

Incorporation of the finite volume (Model II) raised the magnitude of the electric potential by approximately 150% in the example of a fiber parallel to the $x$-axis, $3$ mm away from the central axis of the electrode. This effect was accentuated by the addition of the outer scalp and skull layers (Model III), which increased the difference in potential between the two models to approximately 278%. Inclusion of the more conductive cerebrospinal fluid (Model IV) reduced the effect of the layers slightly, reducing the difference to approximately 250% with respect to the surface grounded homogeneous model.

In the case of the electric field (Fig. 2(c)), the finite volume (Model II) reduced the magnitude of the electric field $E_x$ by up to 11%, compared to the homogeneous, surface grounded model (Model I), while the finite volume with scalp and skull layers (Model III) was found to have an electric field up to 20% lower in magnitude than Model I. Inclusion of the cerebrospinal fluid in Model IV slightly reduced this difference to approximately 19%. The activating function $A_x$ was found to be similarly affected with observed changes of comparable magnitude (Fig. 2(e)).

Similar results in shape and magnitude were also observed for a fiber parallel to the $y$-axis at a distance of $3$ mm from the central axis of the stimulating electrode in the case of the electric potential (Fig. 2(b)), electric field (Fig. 2(d)) and activating function (Fig. 2(f)). The maximum percentage differences in the magnitude of the electric potential $\phi$, the electric field $E_x$, and the activating function $A_x$, along a fiber of length $10$ mm parallel to the $x$-axis at increasing perpendicular distance from the electrode are presented in Fig. 3.

When bipolar stimulation was applied, the difference in the electric potential, electric field and activating function between Models II–IV and Model I was less than 1% at a radial distance of $3$ mm from the cathodic electrode contact.

#### 3.3. Electrode located close to the skull

The electric potential, electric field and activating function resulting from an electrode located 3.5 mm from the boundary of the bulk tissue and cerebrospinal fluid layer were then compared in each of the models. Fig. 4 presents the electric potential, electric field and activating function for Models I–IV plotted along two arbitrary fiber axons. One fiber is parallel to the $x$-axis at a distance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Impedance ($\Omega$)</th>
<th>Encapsulation layer included</th>
<th>Encapsulation layer excluded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>440</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>640</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>1040</td>
<td>730</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>710</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2
Impedance between the stimulating electrode and ground under monopolar conditions for each model in Table 2.
Fig. 2. Electric potential (a and b), electric field (c and d) and activating function (e and f) for an arbitrary fiber parallel to the x-axis at distance $y = 3$ mm from the central axis of the stimulating electrode, which is situated in the subthalamic nucleus. The electrode is parallel to the z-axis.

$y = -3$ mm from the central axis of the stimulating electrode. The other is parallel to the y-axis 3 mm away from the central axis of the stimulating electrode. The $(x, y, z)$ co-ordinate system in the example presented is obtained by rotating the reference co-ordinate system $(x', y', z')$ by $\alpha = 62^\circ$ about the $z'$-axis and by $\beta = 76^\circ$ about the $x'$-axis.

The effect of the finite volume and surrounding layers is presented in Fig. 4. The electric field (Fig. 4(d)) and activating function (Fig. 4(f)) were found to differ by a greater amount when the electrode was located close to the skull than when located close to the subthalamic nucleus. Additional localized contour effects were also observed in the surrounding region due to

Fig. 3. Maximum percentage differences in the magnitude of the (a) electric potential $\phi$, (b) the electric field $E_x$, and (c) the activating function $A_x$, along a fiber of length 10 mm parallel to the x-axis at distances of 1–5 mm from the central axis of the stimulating electrode (0.265–4.265 mm from the contact surface). Data is presented for models II (dotted), III (dashed), and IV (solid) relative to model I.
Fig. 4. Electric potential (a and b), electric field (c and d) and activating function (e and f) for an arbitrary fiber parallel to the x-axis at distance \( y = 3 \) mm from the central axis of the stimulating electrode, which is situated 3.5 mm from the cerebrospinal fluid. The plane in which the fibers lie is tilted with azimuth 62° and elevation 76° relative to a plane normal to the electrode’s central axis. The fiber is truncated where it crosses the brain–CSF boundary (b, d and f).

the abrupt conductivity changes approaching the layer boundary (Fig. 5).

3.4. Sensitivity to tissue conductivity

The sensitivity of the effect of the finite volume and low-conductivity layers to changes in the conductivity of the skull bone, white matter and the encapsulation tissue was then analyzed, for the electrode located at position S1, at the approximate location of the subthalamic nucleus. The maximum change in the potential, electric field, and activating function due to the incorporation of the finite volume and low conductivity layers is shown in Fig. 6. The effect of the finite volume and outer layers was observed to persist as the conductivity of the skull bone, bulk tissue and encapsulation tissue was altered.

4. Discussion

Previous finite element models of DBS have focused on the region of tissue immediately surrounding the electrode, neglecting

Fig. 5. Electric potential contour plot showing the 0.3 V contour level of Models I–IV across a 10 mm \( \times \) 10 mm slice centered on the electrode at position S2.
the finite conducting volume of the head and the outer layers of scalp, skull and cerebrospinal fluid. By setting all outer boundaries to a potential of 0 V, such models approximate a situation of an isotropic ground located electrically far from the stimulating electrode. The purpose of this study was to examine whether the finite conducting volume, outer tissue layers and return electrode configuration could affect the electric field due to monopolar deep brain stimulation. In this case, the use of homogeneous isotropic brain tissue allows the effects of the finite conducting volume, outer tissue layers and return electrode configuration to be examined without compounding subject-specific effects.

The choice of electrical grounding was found to have a significant influence on the impedance observed between the stimulating electrode and the return electrode. The impedance in models which did not account for the finite conducting volume of the head, represented by Model I, was towards the lower end of the clinical range of 500–1500 $\Omega$ [3]. The reduced impedance is due to the constraint of current at the boundaries in Models II, III and IV, as shown in Table 2.

The impedance results also provide a measure of validation, since the impedance is an in vivo measurable quantity that can be checked during stimulator parameter settings. In previous models the impedance measurement has either been neglected, or has a form of compensation included to approximate clinically represented values. One method is to artificially increase the encapsulation layer thickness or impedance surrounding the electrode [13]. Alternatively the proportion of the surface area grounded can be reduced so as to satisfy the impedance requirement [34]. The results suggest that by incorporating a geometry that is anatomically based, impedance values can be obtained that closely approximate clinical data without artificial adjustment of the model.

The inclusion of a finite conducting volume was found to increase the magnitude of the electric potential by approximately 150–250% of its original value in the homogeneous cubic block where all outer surfaces were set to 0 V. The magnitude of the electric field and the activating function were consequently reduced by approximately 20% at locations close to the electrode (Fig. 2(a) and (b)). The change in potential observed is due to the more constrained path of the return current flow compared to homogeneous models. The presence of the low-conductivity skull and scalp layers in Models III–IV increased the electric potential and reduced the magnitude of the electric field and activating function. Due to high conductivity relative to the bulk tissue of the brain, the addition of the cerebrospinal fluid reduces the effect of the finite conducting volume. Although slightly counteracting the increase in potential, the magnitude of the change observed is relatively small and does not negate the effect of including the other layers and the overall finite conducting volume. The effect of the finite conducting volume and outer low-conductivity layers was preserved as the conductivity of the skull bone, the bulk tissue and the encapsulation tissue was systematically varied (Fig. 6). Bipolar stimulation was also examined, and the effect of the finite conducting volume and outer layers was found to be negligible. Therefore, the geometry and boundary conditions of Model I may be sufficient to capture the distribution of the activating function under bipolar stimulation.

When the electrode was located close to the skull, the contours of the electric potential, electric field and activating function...
became distorted (Fig. 4(f)). The asymmetry observed in the shape of the electric potential, electric field and activating function was also affected by the direction of the fiber with respect to the electrode (Fig. 4(e)).

The effect of the finite conducting volume may become functionally significant when predicting the response of nearby neurons to monopolar DBS. The 20% difference in the peak magnitude of the activating function described in Figs. 2 and 4 may be sufficient to alter the number of simulated neurons that are activated. For example, it is possible that particular areas of the brain would not be activated as a result of DBS in Models II, III and IV, but would be in Model I. Given the small dimensions of the structures of interest, the inclusion or exclusion of the skull, scalp and cerebrospinal fluid layers may lead to different structures being activated or inhibited in the model. Such effects may become even more important if the bulk tissue volume is reduced for example when DBS is applied in children or adolescents [35]. The effect of the outer layers may also become significant when stimulation is close to the skull such as in models of cortical stimulation or other parts of the nervous system such as retinal prostheses and cochlear implants [36–39]. Increasing the accuracy of the predicted activating function could give better insight into the mechanisms of action and help to improve clinical outcomes by increasing the accuracy of estimates of regions of neural activation. Alternatively, a close approximation may be obtained by altering the tissue impedances to scale the resulting electric field. The use of computational modeling in emerging applications of deep brain stimulation may also benefit from an anatomically derived models such as that presented in this study [4–7].

A number of limitations of the model should be considered. Material properties for tissue conductivity vary considerably throughout the literature [31,40]. The use of the median frequency is a compromise that aims to represent the frequency-dependent material properties by those at a single frequency. Encapsulation tissue dimensions and material properties also vary among different studies [13], and there is wide variability in reported conductivity data for different biological tissues. Furthermore, many biological tissues, including brain tissue, are anisotropic [29]. Additionally, this model does not consider local tissue variations, nor does it include alternative return current paths caused by areas in the brain filled by cerebrospinal fluid. It is envisaged that detailed localized tissue maps could be combined with the macroscopic geometry presented here in practice [8,41]. Although the model has predicted localized contour effects when the electrode is located in close proximity to the outer layers, it is likely that further localized effects would be observed if subject-specific variations were incorporated. The model has considered a DC steady-state analysis and does not incorporate capacitive or dispersive effects. Therefore the frequency-dependent bulk tissue properties are not considered. The electrode–tissue interface has been neglected and the electrical double-layer formed at the interface is not included [42]. The activating function itself allows approximate estimates of areas of activation to be made, but does not take into account other factors affecting activation such as axon diameter [43]. Alternative formations can allow curved fibers to be examined [44]. Nevertheless, based on the results presented in this study, it has been shown that the incorporation of the finite volume of the head with localized surface reference electrode and cerebrospinal fluid, skull and scalp layers does alter the distribution of the electric field due to deep brain stimulation.
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